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Abstract
The aim of presented work is examination of blast wave, especially incident and reflected wave pressure. Due to
many difficulties and complexity of phenomenon a complete study for different charges should be done. In presented
paper two cylindrical TNT charges were used, weighting respectively 100 g and 200 g. Pressure wave was examined
using original test stand designed and developed on Department of Mechanics and Applied Computer Science. A test
steel test plate with 5 mm thickness was equipped with pressure gauge to measure reflected wave. Additionally, the
plate was placed on four special electroresistance strain gauges. To measure force Vishay EA-06-120-060LZ strain
gauges were used. For amplification of the dynamometers with strain gauges, MS1001 INFEL bridge was used. The
system was used to validate the results from reflected wave pressure gauge. Shock wave pressures was measured
using a special sensor model 137A21 amd M350B21 made by PCB Piezotronics At specific distance there was also
incident wave pressure gauge. In order to fully examine the dynamic response of the plate an accelerometer was used.
As a result, pressure versus time and acceleration versus time plots were obtained. The results will be used to validate
numerical model of blast wave impact on a plate.
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1. Introduction
Numerical examination of rapid phenomena is very complicated task that requires much
experience from the researchers involved. Blast wave comes with great energies and very short
duration. It is often difficult to even estimate incident and reflected wave pressure values. Many
works present analytical and numerical solutions to the problem [1–6]. However, the numerical
simulation without validation and evaluation are under risk of major mistake.
Presented work concerns different charge weights influence on the response of steel plate. Both
incident and reflected wave pressures were measured. Additionally, the acceleration of plate’s middle
point was registered. To estimate the values some canonic formulas were used.
2. Analytical solutions
Available literature allows for estimation of loads applied to the structure using mathematical
expressions. Such an approach has many limitations and allows only coarse estimation of force
impulse. Best results are obtained for ideal conditions as approximation of real state.
Modern literature provides many simplifications that allow estimating the pressure peak value
for both air and water. All the descriptions base on general physics laws. For one-dimensional
ideal gas the conservation laws are [4]:
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where p, ȡ, u are pressure, density and mass velocity of medium, respectively.
The overpressure values as time function can be described with Friedlander formula:
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Typical pressure plot generated by an explosive is presented in Fig. 1. The ȕ coefficient to
semtex model equals to 1.24 and for B composition 1.148.

Fig. 1. Pressure impulse caused by the detonation: Ps0 – pressure in undisturbed area, t0 – time of positive part of an
impulse, ȕ – decay coefficient, tA – initiation of explosive charge

Pressure wave generated by the charge deflects of any approached obstacle. Pressure wave
value can be determined using Rankine-Hugoniot equation. It depends on pressure in undisturbed
area, specific heats ratio and dynamic pressure. In case of perpendicular load on flat surface the
maximum pressure value is described as:
p r 2 p  (J  1) q ,
(5)
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For air (J = 1.4) reflected wave pressure value:
pr
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For weak waves pr = 2p, whereas for strong pr = 8p. Basing on literature, in real situations
amplifications above 10 can occur.
In general, the pressure wave can be described using the formula:
P (t )

Pr cos 2 T  Pi (1  cos 2 T  2 cos T ) ,

(8)

where ș is aincident pressure angle, pr is reflected wave pressure, pi is incident wave pressure.
The formula was developed in 1991 for United States Army [7].
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3. Experimental approach

Due to safety regulations, experimental research was done with charges 100 g and 200 g of TNT.
Test plate was made of St3 steel 6 mm thick. Additionally, the total force affecting the plate was
measured using electroresistance force gauges mounted in test stand base. Test stand was designed in
Department of Explosives and Department of Mechanics and Applied Computer Science. It allows
for measurements of:
 incident wave pressure,
 reflected wave pressure,
 force affecting base plate,
 acceleration of test plate middle point.
Figure 2 shows test equipment used.
To condition and strengthen the signals from incident wave pressure transducers and
accelerometers LTT 500 amplifier produced by Tasler GmbH was used. For amplification of the
dynamometers with strain gauges MS1001 INFEL bridge was used. Registration runs were carried
out using National Instruments NI-USB measuring card model 6833 with a fast 16-bit analog-todigital converter (2 MHz sampling rate on each channel) and Toshiba Satellite laptop computer with
a program to support measurement card. Measuring equipment used in the study is shown in Fig. 3.
To measure force Vishay EA-06-120-060LZ strain gauges were used. Shock wave pressure was
measured using a special sensor model 137A21 made by PCB Piezotronics (serial number 9080)
with a sensitivity of 143.3 mV/MPa and 6.894 MPa range. Sensor was placed at 700 mm distance
from the axis of the load. Base plate acceleration measurement was done using acceleration sensor
M350B21 model made by PCB Piezotronics (serial number 39486) with a sensitivity of 0.046 mV/g
and measuring range of 100·103 [g].
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Fig. 2. Test stand: 1 – base, 2 – mounting frame, 3 – strain gauge force transducer (4 pieces), 4 – base plate, 5 – explosive
charge mount, 6 – explosive charge, 7 – incident wave pressure gauge, 8 – reflected wave pressure gauge
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Fig. 3. Test equipment: 1 – LTT 500 amplifier, 2 – strain gauge amplifier MS1001, 3 – measurement card NI-USB 6833,
4 – computer with software supporting the equipment, 5 – power supply

4. Test results

After tests, the obtained force, incident wave pressure and acceleration plots were scaled In
order to provide time plots. Fig. 4–9 show reach plot for respectively 100 g and 200 g of TNT. The
aim is to determine the influence of chare mass on response of each system.
In case of 100 g charge, incident pressure wave versus time plot is shown in Fig. 4a, reaching
0.43 MPa for time 0.7 ms. Such an offset is caused by the distance between the charge and pressure
gauge (which could be damaged). Maximum force reached 3200 kN for time 1.2 ms. Maximum
acceleration of test plate reached 30·103 g for time 0.4 ms. Acceleration versus time plot is presented
in Fig. 4b.
a)

b)

Fig. 4. Incident wave pressure vs. time (a) and acceleration vs. time (b) plots – 100 g TNT

In case of 200 g charge, incident pressure wave versus time plot is shown in Fig. 5a, reaching
1.02 MPa for time 0.53 ms. Pressure value was 2.3 times higher than in case of 100 g TNT.
Maximum value of acceleration for 200 g charge reached 32·103 g. Acceleration versus time plot
is shown in Fig. 5b.
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a)

Fig. 5. Incident wave pressure vs. time (a) and acceleration vs. time (b) plots – 200 g TNT

5. Conclusions

The paper presents some work concerning blast wave propagation caused by detonation of
100 g and 200 g charges of TNT. As a result incident wave pressure and reflected wave pressure
plots were obtained. What is more, force affecting the test stand’s base and plate acceleration was
also measured. Further study will include numerical modelling of presented experiments.
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